JUNE 2020

REFUGEE WEEK
ART AND WRITING EXHIBITION
Welcome to the Islington Centre’s online Art and Writing exhibition!
Refugee Week is an annual celebration centred around World Refugee Day
on 20th June. Through art, culture and education, the movement highlights
the positive contributions refugees bring to new communities and raises
awareness of their continued struggles here in the UK.
To celebrate this year, we have compiled six poems and six pieces of
artwork created by our Art and Writing Group. We hope you find their
words and images as poignant and uplifting as we do.
A huge thank you to Jane Ray and Sita Brahmachari for leading the Art and
Writing activities.

Communal Artwork by the Islington Centre for Refugees and Migrants Art and Writing
Group led by Jane Ray and Sita Brahmachari.

ISLINGTON CENTRE FOR REFUGEES AND MIGRANTS
This is the key that unlocks the door to
my future,
My dreams and desires, my heart, my
life
This key will be for my access,
To open my mind, expand my brain…
It is the key to my imagination
This key means success
This is the key to my personal story,
The key that unlocks my diary
My small history
The key that leads me on my way
To my family, to my spirit, to begin my
journey.
This key is for my own door, my rented
car, the car I need for my journey
This is the key to writing my first book,
The key to my cupboard
To lock things away and keep them safe
The key to my past and
A way back to the future

This door leads to the Islington Centre
for Refugees and Migrants
To my classroom. It is a doorway in to
school –
To new friendships,
A quiet place
It is a doorway to go in to, and come out
from.
A doorway to the sounds of voices
learning to live again
Speaking, painting, drawing, writing,
dancing,
healing
A doorway to and from people’s stories
that should be told.
This is a doorway to strength of mind.
One key…many doors.
Keep this key safe – you, yourself may
need it one day.

ACCESS TO ALL
Through the doors of the library
Into the marble foyer
We come
To find our poems and paintings welcoming us
We read our poems of what it means to be welcomed
We sing our song of what it means to learn to speak, laugh, play and write in your
mother tongue,
To sing in Lingala
Lingala is the language that my heart first heard
Lingala is the language that my voice first spoke
Lingala is the language of my heart and soul
Oh! Lingala, Lingala, Lingala
This is a good place to find our words and paintings
This is a place to plant ideas
Where no book is censored
Where you will not be placed in prison for expressing what you think, what you believe
For painting an image that the government does not like
This is place of freedom
Of independence
Where I can choose the books I want to read
The knowledge I reach for with my own hands, unforced,
Libraries are not free in our country
They are not open doors for everyone
You can go, only if you have the money to pay
Here you can enter
On a grey winter’s day
Use the computer
Drink a cup of tea and read a book
Here you can sit in peace and warmth
Here you can quench your thirst for knowledge
Join a group
Here you paint the colour of ideas
Hear a child’s laughter
Here you can spend your energy reading a book,

Journeying wherever you wish
Not only to improve your English
But to nourish your mind
Here is a place
To fly free in your imagination
To lose and find yourself again in words
Slide your mind across the marble floor
Up the spiral staircase
To where the sun shines through a globe window
The library is a place of light
Illumination
When we walk out onto the pavement
We see a woman is spending her time to see our exhibition
It is a good feeling
To see her looking at our paintings
Reading our words.

SUN
It is hot
The sun shines bright through the glass
As we cut and paste and paint our own
suns
Making triangles of the circle in the sky
The sun does not ask who it will warm
Does not say
‘I will wake only to your dawn.’
The sun is in us
And of us
We are the sun
And we grow from its power
Today we make sun bunting
Stringing together colours of golden
light
In our hands our sun shine bright

Here is its centre
Its rays reach into every land
It flares, glows, glitters, burns
Across desert sands
Glinting on the sea
To this city where we sit you and me
Celebrating the warmth of summer
Painting the far horizon in pink, fire
reds, yellows, oranges…
From sun rise to sun set
It shines on us
The world has no colour without the
sun
There is no life without it
Wherever you wake or sleep
Come what may
Every day its golden rays offers us the
chance to say
This is a new day.

PEARL OF THE SKY
Painting in dream-scape
nocturnal wanderings
following the stars
through the ever waxing, waning
phases of the moon
Flying far across space and time
out of ourselves
to you
Pearl of the sky
Standing on your cratered skin
We drop stars from our hands
Jewels of great worth
Tumble through the universe
Floating on moon tides
Brightening the night
Landing
Jade, silver, opal, aquamarine, sapphire, white-hot, indigo
Lighting the dark
Flying far across space and time
out of ourselves
to you
Pearl of the sky.

ANIMAL KINGDOM SALUTE!

Here are the animals that burn bright
Here they come to:
Stalk, fly, swim, soar, prowl, crouch, swoop and leap
From the landscapes of our minds and hearts
Here they dart
The deer with her graceful gallop and her deep, dark eyes
The symmetry of her markings
The length of her stride
The shine of freedom in her eyes
The cat for grace
The way she kneads at my lap
Bringing memories of sweet childhood
The cockerel for his morning wake- up call
I say Cockericoo you, Cockadoodledoo!

There through the skies swoops a green Parakeet
Brightening the skies over London streets!
Some say the Pigeon is good to eat, the meat is sweet!
Bird song, bird’s sway, bird’s swoop, wings soar over the sea
With a flash of fish tail and fin
Rainbow scales
Along the shore line and into the lush green forests where the elephants roam
And the proud lion, the King of the jungle
Prowls with the tiger, eyes flashing might
Pause!
Above on a branch see a chameleon’s dance
Switching, swirling colours wherever she goes
Ever changing
These are the animals that burn bright in the landscapes of our minds and hearts
Here! In this silence, we salute them in art.

KINDLED IN ART

smudged colours
pastel dust
scarlett, rose, vermillion, rust
rotting cherry
orange berry
amber leaf mould
year grows old
wine red
burgundy
dried as burnt angels or devil’s
wings
rose pinks, shy cheeks, blush
made from mixing powder dust
warmed in the heat from
nature’s fires
From a tiny leaf, held in my
hand pulse the veins of the…
imagination tree
Come the spring the dead
leaves will feed the new
Thought leaves fall, float, flutter
Bright lanterns are lit in the
dark
Light as this hope
kindled in art.

